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Information Technology Services (ITS) structures its Unit 2010-15 Framework diversity strategic plan around 
seven goals culled from University and ITS surveys and relates these goals to the Framework Challenges, 
i.e., under each goal the plan identifies which Challenges pertain to that respective goal. ITS pursued this 
structure in order to make the Framework more accessible to ITS staff. On the other hand, the structure made 
it more difficult for the review team to assess how well the ITS plan addresses the University’s Framework 
diversity strategic plan. The team had to pick through the ITS plan to attempt to grasp the full context of 
initiatives that should go under each Framework Challenge. For some Framework Challenges, it appears that 
very few initiatives exist in the ITS plan. However, the review team could be mistaken in this impression 
because, at times, team members had to guess where some initiatives fit in to the Framework since some ITS 
goals had multiple Framework Challenges underneath them. Perhaps the structure of the plan fits better into 
ITS’s vision of diversity, but the Framework is the University’s vision of diversity and, as such, should better 
articulate with the ITS plan. RESPONSE: ITS is developing a scorecard database that will allow us to 
track our efforts in a meaningful way for ITS Staff as well as provide data in a format more favorable to 
the review team. We will provide our mid-term Update to the Framework in the prescribed format. 
 
The points above notwithstanding, the review team acknowledges that in the end ITS can and should 
determine its own approach to diversity strategic planning. The Framework does not specify a structure so 
ITS is free to pursue the course it believes will optimize diversity within the Unit. Here again, though, the 
review team considers the ITS plan to have major shortcomings. Although the plan has potentially useful 
strategies, such as the ITS Four Themes and Community Principles, and these themes and principles have a 
definite bearing on diversity, ultimately, the plan is not a full-fledged diversity strategic plan. Diversity may not 
be an afterthought in the plan, but it is clearly only a part of the plan, a part that is integrated into a larger 
whole. This whole might be called a “human resources” strategic plan with a diversity emphasis, and it may 
even be a model for how to integrate diversity into a general strategic plan, but diversity is only a component 
of the plan, not the theme of the plan. Penn State inaugurated diversity strategic planning to place diversity at 
the forefront of its overall strategic planning efforts, and this plan does not fulfill this vision. General initiatives 
should be included in the strategic plan, not the diversity strategic plan. RESPONSE: After much thought 
and internal discussion, ITS agrees that it has worked to develop an integrated approach to embrace 
Diversity, Talent Management and an overall supportive climate for staff. Our previous Framework 
feedback (2004-2009) encouraged us to work on a strategy coordinate organizational change 
(Challenge 7) in support of our diversity goals. Our current Framework has already generated staff 
engagement which ultimately brings awareness of diversity and climate issues. Through this plan, we 
are working to build a solid foundation to more aggressively foster and promote diversity in all our 
services, programs and activities.  
 
The review team recommends developing a new diversity strategic plan in consultation with Educational 
Equity. The team considers the Framework structure to be optimal, including the use of the table structure in 
Appendix B of the 2010-15 Framework (p. 30),though ITS can pursue other options if it chooses. Regardless 
of the structure, planning should focus on diversity. The Four Themes and Community Principles can certainly 
contextualize a diversity strategic plan, but the planning items (e.g., goals, action items, outcomes measures) 
should all pertain directly to ITS’s diversity aspirations. Also, the ITS plan could be enhanced by a consistent 
use of performance indicators to assess its initiatives, such as benchmarking against peer units, establishing 
baselines against outcomes measures, projecting thresholds that define success for further accomplishment, 
and then measuring progress at appropriate intervals when programming interventions have had a chance to 
work. Specifically, the ITS plan refers to “metrics,” but these “metrics” do not identify what ITS considers to be 
successful outcomes. For example, the metrics for Goal #1, “number of courses offered,” “number of 
participants,” and so on identify how goal achievement will be assessed, but without specific thresholds for 
success, such as how many courses ITS would like to offer or how many staff ITS would like to see 
participate, these metrics are incomplete. Also, these metrics sometimes assess process items rather than 
actual desired outcomes. More classes and greater participation are not ends in themselves but are a part of 
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processes that can address Framework Challenges, such as a broader understanding of diversity (Challenge 
1), better climate (Challenge 2) and so on. RESPONSE: ITS appreciates the suggestion to benchmark 
with other units across PSU and externally to help develop diversity goals to move towards. We have 
used metrics as lag indicators more than lead indicators. We will work towards providing those 
specific desired outcomes (then measured by our metrics) and report them in our Mid-Term Update. 
 
Finally, the review team identified numerous points mentioned below that speak to various details within the 
plan. Given the difficulty the team had in relating the current plan to the Framework, these points are not 
focused on any specific Challenge. They are proffered as ideas that are secondary to the points mentioned 
above but that, nonetheless, could be helpful as ITS advances its planning efforts. 

• Overall, plans identified as targeting Challenge 1 were difficult for the review team to assess. For 
example, the idea to create an “electronic collaboration space” has some interesting diversity 
components. But what does this space intend to accomplish relative to the Framework? How will its 
impact be measured? To say that metrics are “to be developed during planning and implementation” is 
obviously quite ambiguous. Again, perhaps the review team was wrong in placing this initiative under 
Challenge 1 since other Framework Challenges are also in view under this goal. RESPONSE: As 
stated in the University’s Strategic Indicators, we are challenged to show “evidence of the 
presence of a variety of communication strategies, including…newer technologies…”  The use 
of an electronic collaboration space allows ITS to share diversity information, foster electronic 
discussion that will enhance the participants’ overall understanding of diversity in a visible 
way. There are metrics inherent to this new technology that we can employ to monitor usage 
and satisfaction, allowing us to tailor the information provided and focus specific face to face 
communications in areas of greatest need. 

• Specific “Targeted Areas for Improvement” within the Framework were also difficult to assess. For 
example, it was hard to determine how well ITS initiatives aligned with its definition of diversity, and 
the team could not identify any mechanisms for responding to climate incidents. 

• Will future assessments conducted through the Survey Research Center build on the surveys already 
administered? The team recommends continuing to ask questions from past surveys to build 
longitudinal data even if some ITS goals have changed. More details on this initiative would have been 
helpful such as who is responsible for this effort, timelines for implementation, how the results will be 
used, and by whom. Most important are any follow-up plans as issues are identified. RESPONSE: 
Our plan is to continue our internal survey in 2012 to provide longitudinal data as part of our 
Mid-term Update. The ITS C&D Team would be responsible for the survey effort in January 
2012, yielding results in spring 2012. An analysis of the results will be used as part of our Mid-
term Update and will influence the specific long term diversity goal setting process. 

• It is unclear how much of what is listed for Challenge 2 will specifically contribute to diversity goals. 
For example, formal coaching programs for ITS staff may be commendable, but without a specific 
diversity component, how such programs might promote diversity goals is uncertain. 

• Based on the ITS update, it appears that the diversity profile of student employees/interns and 
graduate assistants may be a relevant metric for student retention. Why wasn’t the profile included in 
the update used as a baseline for specific planning strategies? The review team regards this endeavor 
to be one of the more critical ITS initiatives, yet it had very little development in the plan. This strategy 
could be improved by also giving some attention to low-income/first-generation students and other 
diverse student constituents. RESPONSE: As these are wage positions, we don’t know what the 
backgrounds of the students applying for positions are. While we recognize we play a role in 
overall student retention by offering part time employment and work experience, the 
responsibility for strategies around student retention rest with their academic program home 
department. We will explore a partnership with the College of Information Science & 
Technology Multicultural Office and will hope to affect our student wage pipeline through that 
partnership. 

• Success of efforts to recruit a diverse workforce might be better measured by increases in staff 
diversity than by the number of recruitment vehicles employed. 
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• The development of “diversity profile goals for ITS” though long overdue, is commendable. The team 
questions the use of “industry data” as the best benchmark. These data are likely to indicate a weak 
pipeline. Why not take a more proactive stance and benchmark against ITS peers in higher education 
who have been successful and then emulate their approaches? RESPONSE: ITS will work with CIC 
partners to benchmark their strategies and metrics related to the support of diversity, realizing 
that most CIC institutions are located in urban areas which can be more supportive and 
attractive area for those from diverse populations.  

• Challenge 6 is mentioned only on page 3, though the one clear initiative for this Challenge (the 
program similar to the Administrative Fellows Program) has potential. More development is needed. 
RESPONSE: We agree that having clear initiatives aimed at diversifying ITS leadership is 
extremely important and our work with other CIC institutions, mentioned above, will give us a 
base of best practices to work from. We will, prior to our Mid-term Update, explore the 
Administrative Fellow program with the Vice Provost for Information Technology. 

• If accountability is monitored and sustained, implementation of the ITS Community Principles appears 
to have potential to foster synergies among diversity, mission and institutional viability and vitality. 

• If a focus on diversity is monitored and sustained, efforts to broaden communication focus (from ITS-
centric to IT across the University) may help coordinate organizational change. 

• The update indicates that a steering committee provides “leadership and guidance” for the Climate & 
Diversity (C&D) team. This relationship needs better definition. Will C&D have real decision-making 
authority, or will it operate as an implementation arm for ITS leadership? Further, what steps will 
ensure that C&D has representation across ITS, as is called for within the Framework? RESPONSE: 
The C&D Team Steering, or Executive Committee is comprised of the current Chair, Chair 
Elect, Human Resources and Senior Leadership Team representatives and our 
Communications Chair. This group helps to facilitate the work of the committee and our formal 
responses through the Vice Provost of IT. The C&D Team operates independently while 
developing proposals for new initiatives but submits all proposals through the Senior 
Leadership Team for adoption and funding approval. The C&D Team has two members from 
each of its departments serving over-lapping terms along with a solid base of volunteers 
serving on sub-committees. We would be happy to share our C&D Team structure with your 
review team if requested. 


